_______________________'s
Goal Progress Analysis
Ms. Tucker’s
My Goal:_________________________________________________________________
I want to work with my co-teacher, Mr. Thomas, to create and implement a plan
________________________________________________________________________
for the use of the G.E. C.R.O.S.S.ROADS goal setting process in our classrooms.
Write specifically what is happening now towards achieving your goal under
Opportunity and the Benefits and Obstacles for each where appropriate.
Opportunity/Option

Benefit/Obstacle
The students were able to transfer the goal setting

The students responded well to ‘The Crow and the

concept to other aspects of school. They seemed excited

Pitcher’ lesson plan introduction. They were excited to

about making decisions about their own learning.

come up with the same responses as the crow. Each

I’m finding it truly amazing at how honest most are about

student worked through the CROW goal setting worksheet

what they need to work on in math. The self-reflection/

for an reference example. (had option of Crow Simplified

self-assessment by the students is such an important part

CR Worksheet)

of this process. I don’t think many have ever done

We reviewed the simplified EX 1 Elem example to see how it

anything like this before. Developing this skill is going to be

applied to math and the EX 1 MS/HS example for

even more impactful than I’d anticipated. That they have a

completing homework.

definite process to work through makes it so much easier.

The brainstorming in groups for possible goals in math

- We’re carrying it over into some class goal setting.

went really well. Each group posted 3+ on our goal

Having the LP’s to reference and using the sign language

display as a reference.

is helping with the integration into other aspects of our

Next each student will set a short term goal using the

classroom. They really enjoy the nonverbal

Simplified Goal Setting Worksheet.

Has the goal been accomplished Yes

communication.

No

In Progress

Explain why or why not?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Does the goal need to be revised? Yes

No

If yes, revise with Goal Planning

Worksheet
If a new goal is needed, begin the process with the C.R.O.S.S.ROADS Goal Setting
Worksheet.

Mr. Thomas

___________________________________________
Accountability Partner Signature
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